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Abstract

The performance of a photo-refractive amplifier has been shown to greatly improve

when a diffraction free beam is employed as the pump source. It has been established

experimentally that this behaviour owes primarily to the ability of this beam to propagate in

the photo-refractive crystal with less fanning. A qualitative explanation for the reduction of

fanning with Bessel beam is offered.
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Mixing of two coherent light beams in a photo-refractive medium for amplifying the weak

signal beam has received considerable attention over the last decade. Fanning of the pump

beam [1] originating from the amplification of the scattered pump at the interfaces or in the

bulk of the photo-refractive crystal, unfortunately hinders the performance of the amplifier.

Two different pumping configurations are normally used for the two wave mixing (TWM) in

a photo-refractive crystal. In the conventional geometry, where both the pump and the signal

beams enter the crystal from the same face perpendicular to the c-axis [2,3], the pump beam is

very significantly depleted due to fanning [4]. A number of studies [5-8] have been directed

in the past towards suppressing fanning in this pumping geometry. Rotation of the crystal [5],

splitting of the pump beam into a low power pump for writing the image and a short pulse for

reading it [6], usage of a pump with multiple wavelengths [7] or with mixed polarisation [8]

have all shown to keep fanning at a low level. Contrary to the conventional geometry, if the

pump beam enters the crystal through a face parallel to the optic axis it is known to self-bend

in the direction of the c axis [9]. Using a thick BaTiC>3 crystal Brignon et al [4] have shown

that a significant amount of the incident pump beam energy is self guided into the bent pump

beam which generates much less fanning and thus can more efficiently amplify a weak signal

beam. This simple pump geometry possessing in built capability of suppressing fanning has

been efficiently exploited in the TWM amplifiers [4,10]. This technique, though much

simpler compared to the other methods [5-8] based on the conventional geometry, suffers

from the reduced length of overlap between the pump and the signal beam as the interaction

takes place only in the curved part of the self bent pump beam [4] and thus very sensitive to

alignment.

In this communication we present preliminary experimental results to demonstrate that the

severe fanning associated with the conventional pump geometry can be considerably reduced



by employing a pump beam which is diffraction free [11] instead of the conventional

Gaussian type. In a TWM (BaTiOs) amplifier where both the Bessel pump and the Gaussian

signal beams enter the crystal from the same face perpendicular to the c-axis, -75% increase

in the small signal value of the gain has been observed. This, to the best of our knowledge, is

the first report demonstrating the decided advantage of a Bessel beam over the normal

Gaussian beam in the exploitation of the photo-refractive effect in TWM. We note, however,

that there exists a report [12] of amplification of a Bessel signal beam in a photorefractive

medium for its application to laser Doppler velocimetry. Although we have not attempted to

quantify our observation, we, however, carried out experiments to establish that the

enhancement of gain in TWM with Bessel pump beam owes its origin to the reduced fanning

with this beam as against Gaussian pump beam. It may be worth noting here that a Bessel

coherent beam has also proved to be a better choice for second [13] as well as higher [14]

harmonic generation owing to its ability to maintain higher intensity inside the nonlinear

crystal and also for parametric frequency conversion [15].

The schematic of the experimental set up is shown in figure 1. The experiments were

performed with an un-doped, 7x5.5x5 mm3 BaTiC>3 crystal with the longest side parallel to its

c-axis. The linearly polarised Gaussian pump and signal beams were derived from a red He-

Ne laser with the help of an ordinary beam splitter (BS). The power of the pump beam was 5

mW while that of the signal was varied by a pair of polarizers, Pi and P2. Orientation of one

of the polariser was so fixed as to select the extra-ordinary polarisation. The diameter of both

the pump and the signal beams were 2 mm before their entrance at the crystal. When needed,

the Gaussian pump beam was converted into Bessel beam by placing a simple axicon (of

wedge angle 5 degrees) in its path immediately in front of the crystal. In this arrangement the

length of the focal range of the axicon far exceeded the length of the crystal.



We first studied the fanning of the pump beam, both Gaussian and Bessel, as a function of its

angle of incidence (())) on the crystal without the presence of the signal beam. Sufficient time

was given for the pump beam to generate its fanning. Once the steady state reached the

diverging fanned beam was collected by a large aperture lens and its power measured.

Dependence of fanning of the pump beam on '<))' is shown in fig 2 for the two cases. For very

small values of '<)>' when the pump beam is nearly parallel to the c-axis, the fanning is quite

small in the two cases. With increase in '(!>' the fanning increases for both the beams, though

more rapidly for the Gaussian beam. For (j»40°, the divergence of the fanned beam was too

large to be collected completely. The difference of fanning was most prominent for (J)=27.50

when the fanning with the Gaussian beam exceeded that with the Bessel beam by 2.7 times.

The physical mechanism responsible for the reduction of fanning with Bessel pump beam can

be qualitatively understood in the following manner. The Bessel beam can be considered as a

superposition of plane waves with wave vectors inclined to each other by an angle equal to

the wedge angle of the axicon (5 degrees in the present case). The effectiveness of these

components in amplifying the noise differ as they subtend different angles with the c-axis.

The far field spatial pattern of the transmitted Bessel pump beam, initially a symmetric

annular ring, was observed to loose energy asymmetrically due to the process of fanning.

This observation thus qualitatively supports our explanation of the reduction of fanning with

Bessel pump beam as compared to a Gaussian beam for which a strong fanning arises

uniformly from the entire beam cross-section.

In order to have the maximum advantage with Bessel pump beam we set <J>=27.50 and then

introduced the signal. The angle of incidence of the signal (0) was so chosen as to ensure a



good overlap between the pump and signal beams inside the crystal and the signal receives

energy from the pump beam as a result of the photo-refractive effect efficiently. This value

of '8 ' was 16° where it was fixed for the rest of the experiment. We thereafter measured the

direct TWM gain, defined as the ratio of the intensity of the output signal in the presence and

in the absence of the pump beam. The gain was experimentally measured as a function of the

ratio (|3o) of the intensity of the input pump beam to that of the input signal beam and is

presented in fig. 3 for both Gaussian and Bessel pump beams. The TWM gain observed for the

Bessel beam was -120% larger as compared to the Gaussian beam. We noticed that by virtue

of its oblique incidence on the axicon, the trajectory of the signal beam inside the crystal was

different from the case with Gaussian pump (in the absence of axicon). In order to remove

the contribution to gain arising out of the dependence of orientation of the signal beam with

the c-axis in the two cases, we, with the help of the steering mirrors Mi and M2, made the

signal beam follow the same path inside the crystal in both the cases. The corrected value of

gain measured in this way for the Gaussian pump as a function of '(V is also shown in fig. 3.

Although there is an improvement in the value of TWM gain for the Gaussian pump when

measured this way, the clear advantage of the Bessel beam still persists. To be noted here

that about 10 percent loss (predominantly reflective) that the beams experienced in presence

of the axicon has not been taken into account.

In order to verify if the improvement in the performance of the photo-refractive amplifier

with Bessel pump beam is indeed due to the reduced loss of energy through fanning we

carried out the following experiments. The overall fanning was reduced by mixing the

extraordinary polarisation of the pump with ordinary polarisation; the so-called incoherent

erasure method [8]. The percentage polarisation of the two states in the pump beam was

changed by letting it pass through a half wave plate and then rotating it. The rotation angle



was chosen so as to minimize the fanning and the corresponding small signal value of the

TWM gain showed no appreciable difference in the two cases. In fact slight increase in the

value of the small signal gain in case of Gaussian pump can be attributed to the reflective loss

the pump and the signal beams suffer in the presence of axicon. The reduction in the beam

fanning was also effected by providing a relative motion between the crystal and the input

pump beam following the method of Rajenbach et al [5]. The overall reduction of fanning

considerably nullified the advantage of Bessel beam.

In conclusion, our findings point to two important aspects. Firstly, our results indicate that

the propagation of Bessel beam in photorefractive crystal may offer interesting and non-trivial

physics deserving further studies. Secondly, practical application of Bessel pump beams is

foreseen in TWM amplifiers where the performance in the standard configuration is degraded

by fanning.
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Fig 1. Schematic of the experimental set up. B.S. - Beam splitter; Mi, M2, and M3 - Beam

steering mirrors; Pi and P2 - Polarisers.
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Fig 2. Fanned output of the Bessel and Gaussian pump beams as a function of their angle of

incidence (<j)) on the photo-refractive crystal.
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Fig 3. The photo-refractive two wave mixing gain as a function of (3o.


